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Anatomy of a Dish
Farm-driven cuisine is about growing and eating 
what’s appropriate for ecological resilience. 
It’s a way of cooking that respects what a farm 
needs to grow, raise or do to be healthy.

Anatomy of a Dish is a collaboration in which a 
Stone Barns Center farmer or staffer is paired 
with a Blue Hill at Stone Barns chef to create 
a dish that embodies farm-driven cuisine and 
addresses a food-system challenge.

THE CHEF:
JESSICA NOEL
Meat Sous Chef 
Blue Hill at Stone Barns

THE FARMER:
CHRIS O’BLENNESS

Former Livestock Farmer
Stone Barns Center

THE DISH: Hay-roasted lamb cheeks and  
tongue, with lamb and hay stock. These lambs  
were fed vegetable scraps from the Blue Hill  
kitchen, giving them a fresh, diverse and nutrient- 
rich diet in the winter and early spring, a time in 
which they typically eat only dried grass. Instead 
of using only the prime cuts, like the leg chops 
and rack, we used cuts of the animal that usually 
go to waste, for both protein and to provide flavor. 

Winter-stored potatoes, hay cream and wild spring onions. During late winter and early spring, with 
less coming out of the fields and greenhouse, we rely on the stored vegetables from the previous 
season and begin to forage early, wild edibles like onion grass and wild garlic.

Together, the dish represents the thrift of late winter and early spring and showcases lesser-
celebrated, seasonal ingredients.

THE TAKEAWAY: When buying and preparing meat, make use of the whole animal. Save bones 
and vegetable scraps to make stock. Bring the transition between seasons into your meals by using 
responsibly foraged wild edibles.

THE CHALLENGE: REDUCING FOOD WASTE 
Waste is generated at all levels of the food system: on farms, in distribution centers, at grocery 
stores and in kitchens. The United Nations reports that one-third of all food produced in the world 
is never consumed. By composting or feeding our livestock organic waste from the farm and the 
restaurant, and by ensuring that all parts of our plants (perfect-looking or not) and animals are 
utilized, we can start to shrink our food-waste footprint.

THE SEASON:  WINTER/SPRING


